Supreme Court rules out death penalty for some juveniles

The Supreme Court ruled out life sentence without parole for minors unless as long as not killed someone. The Post thought that breaking news.

News Alert: High court rules out life sentences for some juveniles
10:40 AM EDT Monday, May 17, 2010
--------------------

The Supreme Court has ruled that teenagers may not be locked up for life without chance of parole if they haven't killed anyone. By a 5-4 vote Monday, the court says the Constitution requires that young people serving life sentences must at least be considered for release.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/O914NF/QSVGQ/TLYM4O/04ROS5/4WBTE/FW/t

Search term: it has to be supreme court otherwise every court in the world could be captured, and life sentence seemed the only reasonable modifier. So: supreme court life sentence

The first search did not produce much -- 8 tweets. However, I searched almost simultaneously with breaking news. Perhaps it will grow.
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